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Abstract 
Financial markets are critical to the development of modern society. They enable the 
allocation of economic resources. However, forecasting the stock market has always 
been complicated. With the growth of various social media platforms and the 
advancement of natural language processing technology, academics have attempted to 
analyse textual data via mood or event extraction. However, there is a shortage of study 
on individual stock price increases compared to the general market trend. This work 
aims to investigate the deep Learning model for forecasting the price of ten stocks using 
financial news headlines. Numerous sentiment analysis tools, such as OpenIE and LSTM, 
are utilised to extract and model news events. 
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1. Introduction 

As a critical component of the capital market, the stock market experiences swings intimately 
related to the market economy. Also, the stock market index estimations are significant to the 
market's many players. Stock is a type of financing for publicly traded companies. Equities are 
a type of investment and financial asset available to individuals. With the advancement of 
computer science and technology in recent years, a growing number of fund companies and 
securities investing organizations have integrated big data and artificial intelligence 
technologies into their primary businesses. For instance, in 2017, IBM, the world's largest 
technology company, partnered with Samsung, JP Morgan Chase, and Daimler to create 
commercial quantum computing technologies[1]. Financial behemoths such as JP Morgan 
Chase are increasingly relying on systematic applications of artificial intelligence technology to 
forecast market patterns, among other things. 
According to Eugene Fama's 1965 Efficient Market Hypothesis (EMH)[2], stock markets are 
efficient because they already represent all public data, such as financial news and pricing data. 
Additionally, Fama advocated three levels of market efficiency: Weak Form, Semi-Strong Form, 
and Strong Form[2]. While Weak Form Efficiency assumes that stock prices already fully reflect 
information from historical transactions, Semi-Strong Form Efficiency assumes that the market 
can adjust and absorb information quickly and that stocks can accurately reflect public 
information about the market, as in the US market. However, given the reality of investors 
purchasing stocks in response to public information, information traders cannot outperform 
the market potential. While experts hold divergent opinions on market efficacy, increasing 
empirical research has demonstrated that financial markets have been relatively predictable in 
recent years. 
In addition to macroeconomic factors such as national monetary policy and industry boom 
conditions, microeconomic factors such as incidents involving listed companies can affect stock 
prices. Thus, in addition to the stock's price information, many related works rely heavily on 
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stock-related news to forecast the stock's price. The article will examine the temporality of past 
stock prices and related financial news data. 
The second piece discusses existing applications of deep Learning to financial challenges, while 
the third section outlines news feature extraction and the deployment of deep Learning models. 
Section 4 discusses the dataset and the experimental approach used in this work; Section 5 
discusses the model's performance on the dataset and the outcomes of the hyperparameter 
tuning, and Section 6 concludes the paper. 

2. Related Works 

Given the importance of market information in determining stock prices, numerous related 
studies extensively use stock-related news in predicting stock prices. However, it is challenging 
to apply news materials directly; valid market information must be extracted. This process is 
primarily a natural language processing challenge, but it also requires financial domain 
expertise. It indeed adds further complications to the stock forecasting dilemma. In 1952, 
Markowitz published his article "Portfolio Selection - The Efficient Diversification of 
Investments" in the Journal of Finance, establishing Modern Portfolio Theory in its current form 
(MPT)[3]. His idea was based mainly on the approach of mean-variance analysis and the 
portfolio efficient frontier model. 
Since then, some scholars have produced predictions regarding the stock market's general 
movement by analysing public sentiment in the mass media and social media[4][4]. Bollen et 
al. discovered that specific aggregate sentiment scores derived from Twitter messages 
influenced the Dow Jones Industrial Average[6]. They predicted price patterns using neural 
networks and attained an accuracy of 86.7%.  Nevertheless, the Twitter feed is often not 
applicable to individual stock predictions; instead, it generally applies to the stock market. 
More scholars go beyond anticipating broad stock market changes; for example, Fung et al. use 
statistical Learning approaches to forecast individual stock price fluctuations. Their 
paper[6]used hypothesis testing techniques combined with linear regression and clustering 
algorithms to segment the stock price curve, with each time interval corresponding to an 
upward or downward price period. They labelled relevant news as favourable or unfavourable 
during the period. The favourable and unfavourable characteristics of the news were then 
counted, and the characteristics were used to produce stock price predictions. 
Schumaker et al. predicted the discrete number of prices of relevant stocks within 20 minutes 
of the news release using news articles and a support vector machine (SVM)[8]. They examine 
the performance of news stories using three distinct text representations (Bag of Words, Noun 
Phrases, and Named Entities) and find that Noun Phrases outperform Bag of Words. Finally, 
their investigation predicted the direction of the S&P 500 with a 57.1% accuracy. However, the 
incapacity of SVMs to leverage the temporal aspect of news data, on the other hand, allows 
improvement. 
Recent advances in natural language processing (NLP) have been made using deep Learning 
techniques, and Xiao Ding et al. have also applied deep learning approaches to stock prediction. 
They used the OpenIE tool to extract structured events from the news and feed them into a deep 
Learning network for prediction in the literature[9]. They then employed deep convolutional 
neural networks to model the embedded representation of news time in[10]. 

3. Experiment 

3.1. Feature Extraction 
The stock prediction dilemma is a binary one. It usually receives two forms of data as input, 
namely textual news, and numerical stock price data. Since news text data cannot be utilized 
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directly as input to the classifier, some processing of the news text is typically undertaken to 
extract features from the text used as input. 
3.1.1. Stock Price Extraction 
The most direct and intuitive components of the stock forecasting problem are the stock price 
characteristics. Assume that a stock's price series over consecutive trading days equals: 
 

𝑝 , 𝑝 ,… , 𝑝 (1) 
 
The growth in the next 𝑛  days is extracted as the eigenvalue to create future stock price 
forecasts. If  𝑛 denotes the number of days lagged, the price series for the next n days is: 
 

𝑝 , 𝑝 , … , 𝑝 (2) 
 
The stock price series defined in Equation (2) are stock price characteristic that will be used as 
input to the subsequent LSTM forecasting model. 
3.1.2. Stock Price Extraction 
According to the literature[9], directly extracting temporal information from article titles 
works better. After all, the article's event extraction approach is relatively straightforward, and 
the headlines themselves are equivalent to essential information after human processing, so it 
is only logical that they perform well. As a result, the authors of this study began the extraction 
process by using only the titles of news articles and representing them as a single vector. First, 
the vectors were tokenised to build pre-trained vectors as the input to word2vec, which 
included a series of activities such as eliminating accent characters and the story's source 
(Bloomberg, for example) and converting them all to lowercase letters.  Then, using the 
syntactic analysis method, the primary structure information of the sentences was extracted as 
word embedding tuples. Additionally, the author fed these embedding tuples into a neural 
tensor network to extract event embeddings. The procedure is depicted in Figure 1 and is 
described in full below. 
 

 
Figure 1. Structured event extraction from news title 
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Training with word2vec: The word2vec is a natural language processing technique that 
combines the use of neural network models to learn the word connections in a corpus of text. 
In this study, the author trained the learning with default 100 size embedding vectors and using 
the Skip gram algorithm. The output embeddings are helpful to take the average of all words in 
titles. To obtain a better result, however, it is necessary to extract structural relationships from 
the headings. 
OpenIE extraction: We can capture the grammatical structure of a sentence using a widely used 
OpenIE extractor, StanfordNLP, as demonstrated in [10]. This tool can extract components of 
the sentence that match the triple (subject, relation, object), where each triple has four member 
variables: 
Confidence: the degree of confidence that the triple matches (subject, relation, object). 
Subject: indicates the actor. 
Relation: indicates the association between subject and object. 
Object: indicates the receiver. 
At this point, it could take the word embedding tuples and vocabulary bags from word2vec 
together and fed them into a neural network for event representation. 
 

 
Figure 2. Neural Tensor Network Architecture in [10]. 

 
NTN event embeddings: In the previous work of Ding et.al., they used BoW as input of the model. 
In the spirit of everything being embeddable, they trained the “event” in a Neural Tensor 
Network (in Figure 2). The 𝑂 ,𝑂  and 𝑃 are word embedding vectors trained by the Skip gram 
algorithm respectively. And the 𝑇 , 𝑇  and 𝑇  in Figure 2 are three trainable tensors. If  𝑂 ,𝑂  
and 𝑃 use 100-dimensional word vectors, then 𝑇 's layers are 100*100-dimensional matrices. 
A K-dimensional vector with each member equal to 𝑓(𝑂 𝑇 𝑃) is 𝑅 , which 𝑓 is the activation 
function. To capture the semantic link between 𝑂  and 𝑃 using trainable parameters. Similarly, 
𝑃 and 𝑂  yield 𝑅 . T3 fuses the  𝑂 ,𝑂  with the behaviour 𝑃 to get the final event representation 
𝑈. 
Besides that, it randomly replaces some objects to create negative samples 𝐸  and compute the 
margin loss with a ℓ  regularization term in the training (Equation (错误!未找到引用源。). 
 

𝑀𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠(𝐸, 𝐸 ) = 𝑚𝑎𝑥 0,1 − 𝑓(𝐸) + 𝑓(𝐸 ) + 
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λ|(𝑇 , 𝑇 , 𝑇 ,𝑊, 𝑏)| (3) 

3.2. Lstm 
3.2.1. Sentiment Analysis 
In this section, the joint multi-step prediction approach and the VADER NLTK corpus package 
are used to forecast the close price of all stocks for the next n days. The authors used 1825 days 
of historical data, and news headlines for the relevant days as input.  
3.2.2. Event Embedding 

3.3. Data Collections 
The author collected stock market information of the top 10 companies in 2020 ranked by the 
Nasdaq Index from Sep.15, 2016, to Sep.14, 2021. There are two parts of the data: history prices 
and news articles. 
3.3.1. Stock Price 
The source of history prices is Nasdaq, the second-largest stock exchange in the world. It 
provides the close price, open price, high price, low price, and volume of each specific stock. 
Additionally, the author uses the day's close and open prices for binary classification. If the 
day's close price is higher than its open price, mark a move upward and label it with a 1, and 
vice versa. 
3.3.2. Financial News 
The website used for news collection is SeekingAlpha.com, and it enables users to filter news 
about specific stocks within a predefined range. While it blocked the basic crawler, the author 
uses headers in the JSON of the web page to crawl articles information (including date, stock 
symbol and title). Also, it needs to merge .csv files into a large corpus of text for further work. 

4. Results 

4.1. Data Collections 
Below is the representation of articles collected and used. 
 

Table 1. Number of news article for each stock 
Rank Stock News number 

1 MSFT 939 

2 AAPL 1322 

3 AMZN 1351 

4 GOOG 1202 

5 FB 1116 

6 INTC 698 

7 CSCO 346 

8 CMCSA 832 

9 PEP 281 

10 ADBE 171 

4.2. Ntlk Scores Analysis 

 Table 2 represents the Spearman’s correlation coefficient for the ‘pos’ score and one day, three 
days, five days, and seven days lag for each company. This coefficient is mainly used to evaluate 
linear correlations between sequential variables, where the order of the variable values (rank) 
is considered regardless of their size. It is frequently used to determine the correlation between 
two different types of variables. 
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The correlation coefficient represents the strength of linear association-the closer to one, the 
more positive correlation. Moreover, a smaller p-value indicates a stronger correlation. 
From the result of  Table 2, it figures out the correlation of ‘pos’ score does not perform well on 
any of them, and there are no certain optimal days lagged. 
 

Table 2. Correlation/p-Value for 1,3,5 and 7 days lag for each stock 

Stock 
Correlation/p-Value 

1 day lag 3 days lag 5 days lag 7 days lag 

MSFT 0.0329/0.3320 0.0083/0.8064 0.0216/0.5257 0.0073/0.8303 

AAPL 0.0215/0.4558 0.0453/0.1164 0.0280/0.3324 0.0121/0.6759 

AMZN -0.0094/0.7451 0.0011/0.9695 -0.0329/0.2540 -0.0094/0.7458 

GOOG 0.0650/0.0329 -0.0051/0.8661 -0.0423/0.1662 -0.0021/0.9463 

FB -0.0623/0.0471 -0.0046/0.8841 -0.0078/0.8035 0.0554/0.0783 

INTC -0.0059/0.8806 -0.0111/0.7773 0.1045/0.0077 0.0422/0.2835 

CSCO 0.0094/0.8658 -0.0785/0.1577 0.0298/0.5926 0.0025/0.9637 

CMCSA 0.0758/0.0357 0.0089/0.8050 0.0132/0.7164 0.0109/0.7634 

PEP 0.0980/0.1081 0.0739/0.2264 0.1045/0.0871 -0.0531/0.3857 

ADBE 0.0581/0.4596 -0.1016/0.1957 0.0523/0.5063 0.0231/0.7693 

 

 
Figure 3. APPL, compound score vs volume 
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Figure 4. APPL, negative score vs increases for next day 

 

 
Figure 5. APPL, positive score vs increases for next day 

4.3. Prediction Performance 
4.3.1. Multi-Step Lstm 
In Figure 6 and Figure 7, they illustrate two zooms in graphs to show the full time series of 
Adobe closing prices, which both use a portion of 0.1 as test set (denoted by the red lines). The 
size of the whole dataset is 1825. It is clearly shown that the result will be influenced heavily 
by the input lagged days and train dataset size. The optimal size is different as the time. 
Therefore, 80% portion of Adobe stock gives better performance under several trials. 
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Figure 6. Adobe Closing Price Prediction for 30 days lagged 

 

 
Figure 7. Adobe Closing Price Prediction for 7 days lagged 

5. Conclusion 

In this study, the author offers existing works about individual stock prediction. These works 
use the NLP approaches as well as the deep Learning models. However, the prediction result 
does not perform very well due to lack of data - LSTM can easily be overfitting. 
Also, as a result of VADER scores performs differently on each stock, it is impossible to verify 
the relationship between emotion and stock prices. Future work might use additional stock 
data or multi-resources information, and the prediction rates are significantly less than the 
paper published in, which shows that either the configuration or data used are different. 
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